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Dear Colleagues and Friends of the Pedagogical Section:

 This is just a brief note in lieu 
of our usual newsletter. I apologize 
for the brevity. 
  
 There are three important 
pieces of information that the Section 
Council is happy to share with all of 
you.  First, our long awaited website 
is up and running. You can find it 
here:  

Pedagogicalsectioncouncil.org 

Please send colleagues who might be 
interested in joining the Section to the 
website, and do visit it yourselves. 
Our gratitude to Jennifer Snyder for 
shepherding into existence this all-
important introduction to our work.

 Secondly, our summer conference in June will 
take place on the afternoon and evening before and 
the evening after the end of the AWSNA conference 
(Wednesday 4-9 pm and Thursday 5-9 pm).  

            Our theme will be Study of Man                                
(or The Foundations of Human 
Experience), and our intention is to 
create an overview of the entire cycle in 
its three sections: lectures 2-5 looking at 
the human being through the soul 
perspective, lectures 6-10 through the 
spirit perspective, and lectures 10-14 
through the physical body’s perspective. 
Although the Class Lesson on 
Wednesday afternoon will be for Class 
members only, we have invited anyone 
who wishes to partake in the Section 
conference to join us. We hope that the 
Section conference would open the door 
to new possibilities as schools take up 
this cycle of lectures for the centenary 

year. If you have colleagues that should 
attend, by all means invite them. 

 

Visiting Threefold Community in April

Celebrating the website in April at Threefold Community

http://pedagogicalsectioncouncil.org
http://pedagogicalsectioncouncil.org
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“Anthroposophy and Science”
—a  new conference

 Thirdly, we have been invited to attend 
a conference entitled Anthroposophy and 
Science—joining together with members of the 
Science Section and the Medical Section in 
participating in and supporting an upcoming 
exciting and very relevant conference.  The 
conference will be held in the fall and will 
have as its special guest Dr. Peter Heusser 
whose recent book explores with great clarity 
the kind of thinking about scientific subjects 
needed to bridge between 21st century science 
and the truth of the spirit.  As teachers, this is 
especially pertinent as we present the 
scientific subjects to our students.  Dr. 
Heusser’s book has been greeted with 
particular enthusiasm by the teachers in 
Europe.   Hopefully we can circulate this 
announcement as it is a good opportunity to 
work with members of other sections.

Those are the pressing news to share. We will 
have more about the work of the PSC at the end 
of the conference in June. 

 With warm greetings for a fruitful 
conclusion to the school year, 

  Elan Leibner 
  For the PSC

Douglas Gerwin, Center for Anthroposophy, Amherst, MA
Michael Holdrege, Chicago WS, IL
Ina Jaehnig, Denver WS, CO
Holly Koteen-Soule, Sound Circle TT, Seattle, WA
Elan Leibner, Chairman, Hopewell, NJ             
James Pewtherer, Amherst, MA
Laura Radefeld, Green Meadow WS, Spring Valley, NY
Jennifer Snyder, Sacramento, CA
Betty Staley, Fair Oaks, CA
Frances Vig, Chicago WS, IL

PSC  members in Fair Oaks, CA, January 2018
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